Merger Policy and Rising Concentration: 
An Active Agenda for Antitrust Enforcement
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PUBLIC ATTENTION TO U.S. antitrust enforcement has been relatively transient, triggered occasionally by a large merger or abusive practices by cartels or dominant firms in high-profile or consumer-facing markets. But recent reports of declining competition have drawn attention to the importance and role of antitrust enforcement in promoting a market economy, consumer choice, opportunities for entrepreneurs, and the democratic values that undergird the U.S. political-economic system. Among the indicators of declining competition highlighted by authors of economic studies are: rising levels of concentration at the economy, industry, and sector levels; growing wealth and income inequality gaps; and slowing rates of business start-up activity.¹

The prospect of declining competition should be a priority for antitrust enforcers and legislators engaged in policy making in the areas of antitrust, labor, trade, intellectual property, and even privacy. These trends pose particularly important challenges for merger enforcement, given that preventing economic concentration that makes markets less conducive to competitive outcomes is a central goal.

A current debate in the antitrust community is whether evidence of increasing concentration is relevant to antitrust enforcement. Proponents of more vigorous enforcement warn that long-term trends in lax enforcement have and will continue to produce highly concentrated markets, impede competition, and harm consumers and workers. Rising concentration therefore reinforces concerns over reinvigorating antitrust enforcement. Others are less worried, suggesting that studies of rising concentration have little probative value for enforcement because the measures employed bear little resemblance to how concentration is used in the antitrust context.² They also note that rising concentration may be the result of factors other than lax merger enforcement, such as changes in technology, the emergence of winner-take-all markets, or economies of scale.

Antitrust should not ignore concerns over rising concentration and its implications for competition. Multiple reports, as discussed within, demonstrate that concentration is moving in the same direction—up. While labor economists and macroeconomists have pursued important empirical analyses of the relationship between rising concentration and its effects, industrial organization economists and antitrust scholars remain largely silent on key questions that only they have the tools to answer. Because merger enforcement plays a central role in addressing the problem of rising concentration, it is incumbent upon the antitrust community to set a productive research agenda and shape the contours of constructive, forward-looking potential policy responses.

Reports of Rising Concentration

Reports of rising concentration and its implications for antitrust enforcement appeared around late 2015. For example, the Wall Street Journal article, Wave of Megadeals Tests Antitrust Limits in U.S., reported that a “growing number of industries in the U.S. are dominated by a shrinking number of companies.”³ The report cites academic research that uses novel techniques to measure changes in concentration across multiple industry sectors between 1996 and 2013. Results show, for example, that concentration in food and staples retailing, as measured by the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI), increased from 1000 HHI in 1996 to 3000 HHI in 2013. In internet software, concentration was about 2500 HHI in 2013, up from about 750 in 1996. And in airlines, it was 2000 HHI in 2013, almost double the level in 1996.

In April 2016, the Council of Economic Advisors (CEA) issued Benefits of Competition and Indicators of Market Power, which accompanied the Obama administration’s Executive Order Steps to Increase Competition and Better Inform Consumers and Workers to Support Continued Growth of the American Economy.⁴ The order draws support from the CEA report and highlights harmful effects of declining competition on economic growth and opportunities for labor. The CEA report uses data on revenue share earned by the largest 50 firms as a measure of concentration and finds that it increased, on average, about 4 percent across 13 major U.S. industries from 1997 to 2012.⁵ Some of the largest changes occurred in industries such as transportation and warehousing (+11%), retail trade (+11%), and finance and insurance (+10%).

In May 2016, The Economist published Too Much of a Good Thing,⁶ with the prominent tag line: “Profits are too high. America needs a giant dose of competition.” The Economist reported the largest four firms’ share of industry revenue for almost 900 U.S. industries in 15 sectors from 1997 to 2012. Some of the highest increases in concentration were: third-party administration of insurance and pension funds, which showed an increase of 10% in 1997 to over 75% in 2012; scheduled passenger air transportation (25% in 1997
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to 65% in 2012); and wireless communications (50% in 1997 to 90% in 2012).

More formal economic studies complement the results of more publicized reports on rising concentration. For example, White and Yang find that aggregate concentration in the U.S. economy, as measured by employment, payroll, and profits, appears to have risen moderately but steadily since the mid-1990s.7 Peitzman finds that concentration in U.S. manufacturing industries has been increasing since around 1980.8 This trend was a “decisive break with a long history of stability dating back to the beginning of the twentieth century.”9 Brock examines merger activity from 1985 to 2008 across 14 major sectors and industries, ranging from raw materials to finished products and found significant increases in concentration over time.10 Moreover, numerous studies of sector-specific concentration have emerged in recent years, including hospitals, telecommunications, and agricultural biotechnology, that show clear upward trends in concentration.11

The CEA, WSJ, and Economist reports cover the bases on different measures of concentration, from the top 50 revenue share, to the four-firm ratio, to the HHI. But all are at relatively aggregate economic levels. These statistics raise valid issues of interpretation and their implications for concentration, as applied in the antitrust context. But given that concentration is viewed widely as a fundamental bellwether of competition, even broader measures of increased concentration warrant focused and sustained attention from the antitrust community.

Reaction to Evidence of Rising Concentration
Concern over declining competition was significant enough to make its way into the 2016 Democratic National Committee platform, which contained an antitrust plank for the first time since 1988.12 In mid-2017, Democrats introduced the “Better Deal,” which proposed new merger standards to “re-invigorate and modernize” the antitrust laws.13 This was followed by legislative proposals for reinvigorating and strengthening antitrust enforcement. For example, Senator Amy Klobuchar introduced two bills in September 2017 that, among other things, would ease the burden on the government to challenge mergers in court, and would increase funding for the antitrust agencies.14 Political reaction to reports of declining competition, and rising concentration more specifically, prompts the more fundamental question of how the antitrust community will respond. Reaction has differed widely and this divergence falls along the spectrum of progressive to conservative views.

Merger Enforcement Through Two Lenses. Differences between progressive and conservative thinking in the area of merger enforcement are most apparent in two major areas. One is the interpretation of the consumer welfare standard that is the touchstone for determining a merger’s legality under U.S. law. The progressive view is that a merger that reduces consumer welfare through adverse price or non-price (e.g., quality, variety, or innovation) effects should generally be considered potentially harmful and therefore warrants close antitrust scrutiny. Most conservative approaches interpret the consumer welfare standard as a total welfare standard. Under this view, significant enough merger-related cost savings can result in gains in total welfare, thus rendering a merger procompetitive, even if consumers suffer harm.

Another point of divergence between progressives and conservatives is the significance of market concentration. Progressive ideology has long emphasized the notion that more concentrated markets are more conducive to the exercise of market power.15 Indeed, Section 7 of the Clayton Act is designed to prevent mergers that may enhance market power and lead to anticompetitive effects.16 A close companion to this “incipiency” doctrine is the “structural presumption,” namely that mergers resulting in highly concentrated markets are presumed to enhance market power.17

In contrast, conservative ideology places less weight on the structural presumption. The pre-1980s era of antitrust enforcement, where some mergers involving the combination of relatively small market shares were challenged, is generally viewed to have been overly hostile to mergers.18 Conservative thinking counsels that market concentration is not necessarily an indicator of the increased likelihood of competitive and consumer harm.19 Rather, the potential effects of mergers should be evaluated on the basis of the specific fact patterns they present. Moreover, the Chicago School’s vision, rooted in Robert Bork’s Antitrust Paradox, counsels that merger enforcement “abandon its concern with such beneficial practices” as small horizontal mergers and all vertical and conglomerate mergers, among other potential competitive issues.20

From Ideology to Rising Concentration. Concerns over rising concentration are better understood against the backdrop of progressive and conservative views on merger enforcement. Evidence of rising concentration bolsters progressives’ longstanding concerns about lax merger enforcement. Prior to the 1980s, enforcers and courts actively pursued enforcement aimed at stopping anticompetitive mergers in their incipiency. Since then, the weight given to the structural presumption by enforcers lessened substantially, and the focus of merger analysis shifted toward complex economics with a potentially diminished role for evidence of higher prices from previous mergers. Many mergers went unchallenged, or were challenged with no or weak remedial conditions attached, leading to higher concentration in key markets over time. Together with growing concern that past mergers have not delivered on claims of cost savings and consumer benefits, progressives therefore advocate that enforcers and courts should give significant attention to the systematic effects of lax enforcement on increasing market concentration over time.21

The conservative response to concerns over rising concentration centers on two issues. One is that the aggregate measures of concentration cited in recent reports have little probative value for antitrust. Arguably, antitrust focuses on
[T]he fact that recent studies of concentration generally show results that point in the same direction (i.e., concentration is going up) should serve as a call to action to frame a research agenda that will usefully inform antitrust enforcement and policy moving forward.

the likely effects of particular transactions within “relevant” antitrust markets. The concentration levels associated with these inherently narrower antitrust markets are therefore potentially different from more aggregate measures of concentration. Any connection between rising levels of concentration at the sector or economy level and in antitrust relevant markets should therefore be viewed with skepticism.

Conservative critics also highlight other reasons why concentration may be on the rise. For example, higher levels of concentration have been viewed as necessary for generating the investment in R&D that leads to innovation. Rising concentration may also be related to scale and scope economies that enable firms to “enter markets more readily than other firms, especially when entry barriers are high.” The policy implication, in sum, is that studies of rising concentration do not impugn the effectiveness of past merger enforcement.

Reconciling the Different Views. Progressives recognize that the measures of concentration used in most reports and studies do not map precisely or perfectly over to antitrust. Leading former enforcers have noted the important distinctions between the studies of concentration that have animated the public conversation over declining competition, and those that would be appropriate for antitrust enforcement. And to be sure, reasons for why concentration might rise over time, but that are not related to enforcement vigor, should not be rejected outright. But it is worth noting that many of these rationales are being put to the test. Recent empirical work, for example, calls into question the longstanding argument for why concentration in agricultural biotechnology is necessary to spur innovation. Indeed, higher levels of concentration are no longer closely correlated with higher levels of research and development “intensity.”

Progressives also do not purport to link the implications of rising concentration directly to catastrophic errors in enforcement. But it is also important to note that some of the same conservative scholars who once highlighted the folly of the overly aggressive merger policy of the pre-1980s era have taken a closer look at rising concentration and merger policy. For example, one economist concluded in the late 1970s that the prevalence of cost efficiencies cast doubt on any general legal rule hostile to industrial concentration. Over 30 years later, the same scholar identified a nexus between increases in concentration in the manufacturing sector and adoption of the more lenient merger enforcement policies adopted in the early 1980s. He noted in particular that concentration, which had been unchanged on average for all of the 20th century, “began rising at the same time that merger policy changed…. [and] has increased steadily over the entire post-Bork period.”

In sum, the fact that recent studies of concentration generally show results that point in the same direction (i.e., concentration is going up) should serve as a call to action to frame a research agenda that will usefully inform antitrust enforcement and policy moving forward. Moreover, the debate over rising concentration highlights why it is important for the antitrust community to subject arguments for any beneficial effects of concentration to the same scrutiny given to those focused on the adverse effects of concentration.

Evidence of Rising Concentration Matters for Merger Enforcement

Concentration is a generally recognized gauge of “competitiveness.” There are many ways to report it, both in terms of the level of economic aggregation and the measure of control of economic resources. Aggregate levels of concentration reflect control of resources across the economy as a whole. Concentration can also be calculated for major sectors and industries, and for more precisely defined relevant antitrust markets. Regardless of the measure, it remains that in more concentrated markets, fewer sellers account for a larger proportion of output. Such markets are recognized by antitrust enforcers to be relatively more conducive to the exercise of market power, either by a dominant firm acting alone or rival firms acting together. Because concentration is therefore central to antitrust, and merger control in particular, it is important to examine the role of antitrust in the context of concerns over rising concentration.

Merger Enforcement Has a Central Role in Rising Concentration. Concentration takes center stage in antitrust scrutiny of mergers—both horizontal and vertical. Horizontal mergers eliminate a competitor, change the structure of a market, and increase market concentration. While vertical mergers do not eliminate rivals, they nonetheless can have horizontal effects by enhancing the incentive and ability to exclude rivals or raise their costs. These risks are exacerbated by higher levels of concentration in upstream and downstream markets for inputs or distribution.

John Kwoka has examined Federal Trade Commission data on merger enforcement over four periods spanning the timeframe 1996 to 2011. He asks whether agency merger investigations in instances of highly concentrative mergers resulted in enforcement action. Enforcement actions include lawsuits, remedies, forced abandonments, and substantial modifications by the parties to their deals in the face of government opposition. Results show that highly concentrative horizontal mergers, defined by post-merger concentration in excess of 5000 HHI, show a higher level of enforce-
ment consistency over time.\textsuperscript{32} But mergers producing lower levels of concentration do not. For example, in cases involving post-merger concentration levels of 3000–5000 HHI, the percentage of cases enforced dipped markedly between 2004 and 2007 but appeared to rebound from 2008–2011. And for cases with post-merger HHIs of less than 3000 HHI points, enforcement trended downward after 2003, with little, if any, recovery through 2011.

The implications of these results are significant. They support the notion that a change in merger policy around the 1980s led to a failure to enforce more moderately concentrative mergers. Multiple successive mergers that are subject to lax enforcement scrutiny can create a steady ratcheting up of concentration over time. Kwoka’s results, and their implications, should therefore raise concerns about the role of past lax enforcement in contributing to rising concentration. These results should be both assessed against the backdrop of, and reconciled with, empirical findings showing increases in more aggregate levels of concentration. The logical takeaway is that closer examination of the role of lax enforcement in potentially contributing to rising concentration should be high on the antitrust research agenda.

**Is Enforcement Responding to Concerns over Concentration?** Given the central role of antitrust in controlling concentration, and concerns over its upward trend, it makes sense to ask if we are seeing a responsive course correction in enforcement. At this early stage, a definitive answer is unlikely. Empirical work on merger enforcement and its relationship to growing concentration is still relatively new and evidence from past enforcement actions is scattered. We do know that merger retrospectives are a valuable tool for evaluating how consummated mergers affect consumers through price and non-price effects (e.g., quality, choice, and innovation).

For example, analysis of merger retrospectives confirms that highly concentrative mergers have produced post-merger price increases in a number of cases.\textsuperscript{33} Indeed, data on past FTC merger enforcement actions shows a relatively strong correlation (\textasciitilde 80 percent) between enforcement action and level of post-merger concentration in cases where mergers produced adverse effects.\textsuperscript{34} This observation also highlights the importance of asking whether remedies taken by the agencies in previous merger cases have been effective in fully restoring competition. The FTC’s 2017 retrospective study of its divestiture remedies reveals that targeted asset divestitures in horizontal mergers are much less effective than line of business divestitures.\textsuperscript{35} Merger retrospectives therefore are, and will likely continue to be, an important source of information regarding whether enforcement is responding to concerns over rising concentration.

Notable merger enforcement by late-era Obama antitrust enforcers provides additional anecdotal evidence on the relationship between concentration and enforcement vigor. Between 2015 and 2017, for example, the DOJ and FTC successfully blocked or forced the abandonment of numerous large mergers that would have left just a few firms in control of important markets. These included: multi-video programming distribution (Comcast/Time Warner Cable), broadline food distribution (Sysco/US Foods), distributors of office supplies to business-to-business customers (Staples/Office Depot), oilfield equipment and services (Baker Hughes/Halliburton), and health insurance (Anthem/Cigna). Complaints in some of these cases include allegations of concentrative relevant markets in the range where enforcement declined between 2003 and 2007, but rebounded beginning in 2008.\textsuperscript{36}

Most recently, the DOJ’s challenge to the merger of media content and distribution giants Time Warner and AT&T may signal broader attention to vertical merger enforcement. At the same time, the DOJ approved the merger of agricultural biotechnology giants Bayer and Monsanto subject to what is purportedly the largest divestiture in history. Objectors have cautioned, however, that the agreed remedies pose considerable execution risk.\textsuperscript{37} In sum, while the foregoing observations do not constitute systematic evidence that enforcement is at an inflection point, future enforcement actions are likely to be evaluated with this question in mind.

**Framing an Active Antitrust Agenda to Address Rising Concentration**

The foregoing analysis highlights why antitrust enforcement plays a vital role in controlling harmful concentration and suggests that a more active and coherent research agenda is important. Only then will the contours of a responsive policy approach be clearer. What these observations do not suggest is that we should—as some conservative commentators have suggested—minimize or dismiss indicators of rising concentration. Rather, antitrust scholars should train their sights on more closely examining rising concentration and its relationship to antitrust enforcement and policy.

Labor economists and macroeconomists have recently analyzed relationships between concentration (or drivers of concentration such as M&A activity), and a variety of metrics for consumer and worker welfare. This includes the distribution of corporate profits, price-cost markups, wage levels, and inequality gaps. Many of these studies show that concentration is positively related to adverse price and wage effects. For example, one study shows that mergers and acquisitions are associated with increases in average price-cost markups.\textsuperscript{38} Another shows a positive relationship between profits or industry concentration and firm markups and other indicators of market power.\textsuperscript{39} Yet another study demonstrates that at higher levels of labor market concentration, wages are lower.\textsuperscript{40}

Industrial organization economists, antitrust scholars, and enforcement agencies should pursue similar analyses of the role merger enforcement has played in the trend toward higher concentration in the markets that are relevant for antitrust analysis. This inquiry would pave the way for a more informed assessment of the relationship between rising concentration and systematic effects on prices and the non-
price dimensions of competition. This inquiry involves asking and answering a number of different questions.

Policymakers should attempt to clarify how aggregate concentration factors into antitrust enforcement. As one international survey of antitrust explains, “A notable percentage of jurisdictions deal with at least some aspects of aggregate concentration through their competition laws.”

Given the impact of rising aggregate concentration on consumers, workers, economic growth, and inequality, some attempt should be made to better assess what role aggregate concentration does, and should reasonably play, in the broader principles underpinning U.S. merger enforcement. Recent legislative proposals to strengthen, reinvigorate, and clarify the antitrust laws for merger enforcement are a step in this direction.

Research should focus on assessing whether there have been systemic increases in concentration using measures that are appropriate for antitrust analysis. If skeptics are uneasy about drawing implications for antitrust enforcement from studies that employ highly aggregate measures of concentration, a constructive research agenda calls for focusing on measures that are relevant to antitrust. This responds directly to criticism that more aggregate measures of concentration bear little resemblance to those used in the antitrust context. This inquiry would focus on collecting concentration data for the same or similar relevant markets that have been repeatedly evaluated in challenged merger cases over time. Candidate markets for initial analysis may include airlines, multi-video programming, and wireless telecommunications.

Economists should tackle the question of how more aggregate measures are related to the narrower markets where antitrust focuses. Before abandoning aggregate measures of concentration and how they have increased over time, economists might dig a little deeper into how changes in concentration at sector or industry levels map over to the narrower relevant markets that are analyzed for the purposes of merger enforcement. For example, under what circumstances would observed increases in sector or industry level concentration not translate in some form to increases in concentration resulting from lax merger enforcement? And what criteria or circumstances would need to be present to give us confidence that increases in aggregate measures of concentration have material implications for antitrust enforcement and policy?

Conclusion

The antitrust community should be at the center of the debate over rising concentration. Concentration is central to merger law, and there is a clear link between merger enforcement and market concentration. Important debates naturally bring forth differing views and policy prescriptions, but given these fundamental relationships, we should expect antitrust experts to move quickly beyond rejecting the notion that rising concentration has few, if any, implications for antitrust enforcement. Antitrust scholars can and should move to further examine how rising concentration has affected competition, consumers, and workers.

Industrial organization economists and the enforcement agencies have the tools, data, and perspective to focus on the implications of the important studies performed by labor economists and macroeconomists. In doing so, antitrust experts can shed light on the important relationship between enforcement vigor, systematic changes in concentration, and the competitive effects of higher concentration in economic markets. More important, they can suggest ways in which antitrust can be responsive to those concerns.
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